Breath-hold electrocardiographically gated cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and contrast material–enhanced MR angiography are emerging as ideal techniques for the evaluation of complex congenital heart disease. Tetralogy of Fallot is the most common cause of cyanotic congenital heart disease and, in its classic form, is associated with varying degrees of hypoplasia of the central and peripheral pulmonary arteries, with valvar pulmonary atresia and collateral aortopulmonary vessels occupying the extreme end of the spectrum. Accurate assessment of the size and anatomy of the pulmonary arteries is often difficult with echocardiography and conventional cineangiography. Compared with echocardiography in particular, cardiac MR imaging with three-dimensional reconstruction has distinct advantages for pre- or postoperative assessment of pulmonary anatomy in patients with tetralogy of Fallot and pulmonary atresia. MR imaging enables the clear and complete depiction of anatomy and thus can provide additional information about pulmonary artery abnormalities that are difficult to evaluate with conventional cardiac imaging techniques.
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Abbreviations: ECG = electrocardiography, SE = spin echo, 3D = three-dimensional
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Introduction

Tetralogy of Fallot is among the most common cyanotic heart diseases in children and accounts for approximately 4%–8% of all congenital cardiac lesions. It is the consequence of a single developmental abnormality, the misalignment of the crista supraventricularis with associated underdevelopment of the infundibulum. This abnormality results in ventricular septal defect, anterior displacement of the aortic valve, right ventricular outflow tract obstruction, and consequent right ventricular hypertrophy (1,2). Depending on the degree of obstruction of the right ventricular outflow tract, bronchial and aortopulmonary collateral vessels may supply a variable amount of blood to the lungs. Tetralogy of Fallot is often associated with pulmonary artery atresia of various degrees of severity (from mild arterial hypoplasia to the complete absence of the main pulmonary artery or the nonconfluence of its branches). Other commonly associated anomalies are right-sided aortic arch, which is present in 25% of cases, and atrial septal defect, which is present in approximately 5% of cases. Ventricular septal defect, persistent left superior vena cava, coronary artery abnormalities, and aberrant right subclavian artery also have been noted. Rarely, tracheoesophageal fistula, rib anomalies, and scoliosis are present.

With regard to clinical symptoms, cyanosis usually develops by the age of 3–4 months, but the time of manifestation depends on the degree of right ventricular outflow tract obstruction. Dyspnea during physical exertion and adoption of a squatting position are typical clinical signs used for diagnosis in older children and adults.

The features of tetralogy of Fallot observed at conventional imaging are well known: Plain radiographs show a normal-sized to slightly enlarged cardiac silhouette. The ventricular apex is often upturned, and the main pulmonary artery segment appears concave. This classic combination of features gives the heart the appearance of a boot. Modern imaging techniques allow early diagnosis and treatment (3). Currently, most patients with tetralogy of Fallot undergo a modified Blalock-Taussig procedure in infancy if necessary and complete surgical correction around 1 year of age. Adults with uncorrected tetralogy of Fallot are rarely encountered.

The article describes the benefits of cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) imaging with three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction for pre- and postoperative evaluation of the pulmonary vascular anatomy in pediatric patients with tetralogy of Fallot and pulmonary atresia, as well as for follow-up evaluation of the anatomy in adult patients many years after surgery.

Cardiac MR Imaging Techniques

MR imaging provides anatomic and functional information that is superior to that provided by conventional cardiac imaging modalities such as echocardiography and angiography. Contrast material–enhanced MR angiography is particularly useful for the assessment of deep anatomic structures such as the pulmonary arteries, which are difficult to see on echocardiograms and difficult to access at selective angiography. Furthermore, cine MR images can provide additional information about cardiac function, valve patency, and the hemodynamic significance of vascular stenosis.

Morphologic Assessment

The high spatial resolution and high image contrast required for adequate morphologic assessment of cardiac structures and thoracic vessels can be obtained by using electrocardiographically gated T1-weighted spin-echo (SE) MR imaging sequences. Images obtained with these sequences, however, may be affected by respiratory motion artifacts, even if they are obtained with averaging of multiple signals and a long echo time at the cost of longer acquisition times. Fast SE and turbo SE techniques reduce acquisition time considerably but are vulnerable to the same type of motion artifact. Dark-blood–prepared turbo SE sequences are commonly used in conjunction with breath-hold turbo SE sequences. Fast imaging sequences that are more robust with regard to motion artifacts are half-Fourier rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (turbo SE) sequences with dark-blood preparation, which are much less vulnerable to motion-related artifacts because of the short acquisition time. Since the development of fast imaging with steady-state precession, it is also possible to acquire a stack of single-shot anatomic images with short breath-hold times that provides a detailed anatomic and topologic assessment of the heart and great vessels.

Functional Assessment

ECG-gated cine MR pulse sequences can be applied in any oblique plane along the cardiac chambers or great vessels to obtain images that are similar to echocardiographic images but with a higher spatial resolution and less limitation in plane positioning. Traditionally, functional evaluation of cardiac wall motion is performed by using ECG-gated gradient-echo techniques or segmented (fast) gradient-echo techniques. The resultant multiphase bright-blood images depict cardiac motion in multiple frames through the cardiac cycle. These dynamic images also provide additional information about blood flow patterns across the cardiac valves and deformed large vessels, where turbulence from regurgitation jets or
disordered flow produces regions of signal void from dephased spins. The recently developed “ultrafast” sequences allow high temporal resolution and very rapid acquisition of dynamic ECG-gated images of the heart and great vessels. Several manufacturers have introduced segmented MR sequences for fast acquisition of high-contrast dynamic cardiovascular images.

Contrast-enhanced MR Angiography

With the progress in MR imager development and the ability to acquire 3D MR images within a single breath hold (or during the first passage of a bolus of contrast material), contrast-enhanced MR angiography has become the method of choice for visualization of the great vessels of the chest and abdomen. Imaging parameters and partition dimensions should be carefully adjusted to achieve the smallest possible voxel size while allowing sufficient spatial coverage of the target vessels within a single breath-hold acquisition. Imaging time can be decreased by using partial Fourier imaging, fewer partitions, fewer phase encoding steps, or a rectangular field of view.

Postprocessing and Volume Rendering

The acquisition of 3D data in contiguous slabs allows the reformatting of images in an oblique orientation. From the 3D data set from MR angiography, for example, it is possible to obtain two-dimensional images in any oblique plane across the volume of data. With the high target-to-background contrast on MR angiographic images, it is often desirable to vary the section thickness to obtain two-dimensional reformatted images from 3D data sets that contain the required anatomic structures. This is particularly true for angiographic data where, by increasing the thickness of the reconstructed orthogonal or oblique plane, one may obtain a better view of multiple vascular branches and their course. The maximum intensity projection technique is the simplest and most widely used technique for visualization of 3D MR angiography data. It is based on a simple algorithm of projecting all the data on to one plane by selecting the highest intensity data element (voxel) in the data set along the projection lines. The resulting image is similar in appearance to images obtained from traditional X-ray angiography. Because maximum intensity projection does not differentiate the front from the back, overlap between adjacent structures makes it difficult to visually appreciate the exact spatial location of a given structure. An alternative rendering technique called surface rendering introduces a degree of opacity and thus allows better perception of the anatomic structures proximal to the viewing point and obscuring of structures that are located behind them. The surface rendering technique requires a selection of a surface, or threshold, between the object of interest and the surrounding structures. More advanced rendering techniques rely on sophisticated combinations of transparency and opacity of different anatomic structures. Under the common rubric of volume rendering, there are a variety of sophisticated algorithms that assign different degrees of opacity and even different colors and textures to objects in the volume of interest.

Preoperative MR Imaging Appearance

Pulmonary Artery Anomalies

A vast spectrum of pulmonary artery abnormalities is seen in patients with tetralogy of Fallot. In mild cases, there is a ventricular septal defect and mild pulmonary valve stenosis, known as “pink” tetralogy, which may be asymptomatic. The opposite end of the spectrum consists of complete pulmonary artery atresia with absence of the main pulmonary arteries, also known as pseudotruncus arteriosus. In patients with this condition, systemic-pulmonary collateral vessels and a right-to-left shunt such as that present in ventricular septal defect are essential for survival (Fig 1).
Pulmonary artery hypoplasia is associated with unilateral or segmental hypoplasia of the lungs, and both abnormalities are well depicted with MR imaging. The size and morphologic structure of the lungs may be assessed directly from the MR images, which complement the MR angiograms (4).

Postoperative survival has significantly improved, and an increasing number of patients who undergo surgery in childhood present for follow-up of late complications experienced in adulthood; MR is helpful in their diagnosis and in assessment of the appropriateness of reintervention. In adults with uncorrected tetralogy of Fallot, right ventricular hypertrophy often has developed to compensate for an increased pressure gradient across the narrow pulmonary outflow tract; eventually, however, the ventricle begins to fail and becomes dilated because of volume overload from regurgitation. In patients with severe pulmonary stenosis, aneurysmal dilatation of the pulmonary arteries may result from a postobstructive jet lesion. These conditions are well depicted with MR imaging (Fig 2).

Other Associated Anomalies
Several associated abnormalities found in patients with tetralogy of Fallot may influence surgical treatment planning in important ways. They include anomalies in the size and morphologic configuration of pulmonary arteries and in the presence and location of aortopulmonary collateral vessels, as well as pulmonary artery pruning (5–10).

A distinct advantage of cardiac MR imaging over echocardiography stems from its ability to depict distal pulmonary branches and delineate systemic-pulmonary collateral vessels, which are most visible on 3D volume-rendered images and reformatted images in oblique planes along the course of each vessel (Fig 3) (1,4,5,8,11–13).
Echocardiography is limited by its poor ability to depict distal pulmonary artery segments, a limitation that results from the lack of an acoustic window that would allow the transmission of ultrasound waves through the air-filled lungs (1,4,6,8,14).

Postoperative MR Imaging Appearance
Cardiac MR imaging techniques are especially useful for evaluating the postoperative anatomy.

In general, the method of repair of tetralogy of Fallot depends on the patient’s age, the degree of cyanosis, the extent of right ventricular outflow tract obstruction and pulmonary valve stenosis, the size of the ventricular septal defect, the presence and size of pulmonary arteries, and associated findings.

Currently, complete surgical correction of tetralogy of Fallot is the procedure of choice. Alternatively, a palliative technique such as the Blalock-Taussig shunt is applicable in infants who are not candidates for complete repair, and this procedure suffices until the pulmonary artery branches reach an age and size that permit complete repair. The modified Blalock-Taussig shunt allows blood to flow from a subclavian artery to the ipsilateral pulmonary artery via a synthetic tube.

Normal Postoperative Features
In most cases of tetralogy of Fallot, complete surgical repair involves reconstruction of the right ventricular outflow tract to eliminate the obstruction to pulmonary blood flow. Widening of the right ventricular outflow tract, closure of a ventricular septal defect (and atrial septal defect, if present) (Fig 4), and embolization of collateral aortopulmonary vessels are key steps in the procedure. Widening of the right ventricular outflow tract may be accomplished with or without patching of the infundibular tract by using pericardium or synthetic polyester fiber (Fig 5). In patients in whom widening of the native right ventricular
outflow tract is not feasible (eg, those with an anomalous coronary artery located in the region of the intended widening), a conduit from the right ventricle to the main pulmonary artery may be created that bypasses the obstruction (Rastelli procedure).

In the absence of one or both main pulmonary artery branches, the pulmonary blood supply can be rerouted by conjoining the bronchial and aortopulmonary collateral vessels into a single conduit supplied with systemic flow via an aortopulmonary shunt or a modified Blalock-Taussig shunt. This procedure, known as unifocalization, also involves the embolization and/or ligation of systemic collateral vessels. With this method, pulmonary artery pressures can be decreased to levels within the normal physiologic range. The shifting of the lung-directed blood flow from systemic vessels to pulmonary arteries protects the lungs from high systemic blood pressure and prevents vascular congestion and pulmonary hypertension (Figs 6, 7).

6. Figures 6, 7. (6) Anterior 3D volume-rendered image, obtained after bilateral unifocalization in a patient with pulmonary atresia, shows anterior connection of the right unifocalization conduit (R. Unifoc) to the ascending aorta, and supply of the left unifocalization conduit (L. Unifoc) via a central shunt from the left subclavian artery. (7) Anterior 3D volume-rendered image obtained after bilateral unifocalization in a patient with pulmonary atresia and nonconfluent pulmonary arteries shows supply of both unifocalization conduits via central shunts from the respective subclavian arteries.

Figure 8. Anterior 3D volume-rendered image obtained after complete surgical repair of pulmonary atresia shows two prosthetic conduits that connect a reconstructed right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) to the unifocalization chambers of the right (R. Conduit) and left (L. Conduit) pulmonary artery branches.
Complete surgical repair also is feasible with a single-step procedure or at a later stage of the patient’s growth by connecting the two unifocalization tubes to the right ventricle via a Y-shaped conduit. The right ventricle may be connected to the pulmonary artery by means of a valvate conduit or, in patients with severe obstruction of the right ventricular outflow tract or pulmonary atresia, a nonvalvate conduit (Fig 8).

The value of MR imaging for postsurgical follow-up and planning of reintervention has been well demonstrated (15). The use of MR imaging for close monitoring of a decrease in right ventricular function, pulmonary artery regurgitation, and other functional parameters is possible and provides objective information for the postoperative evaluation of surgical repair (16).

Common Complications

Residual Stenosis.—A common complication of complete surgical repair is residual stenosis of the right ventricular outflow tract or pulmonary valve annulus. Residual stenosis may occur as the result of progressive scar tissue formation in the surgically repaired outflow tract (Fig 9). Alternatively, insufficient widening of the outflow tract at the time of surgical repair may result in a relative restriction of outflow after growth of the heart and great vessels.

Pulmonary Valve Regurgitation.—Significant pulmonary valve regurgitation is common after surgical repair and seems to become more significant as the patient grows older (Fig 9). Quantification of the regurgitation volume is possible with velocity-encoded cardiac MR imaging techniques, which allow accurate measurement of flow dynamics. Close monitoring of change in the extent of regurgitation over time is important for the prevention of progressive ventricular dysfunction and for planning of surgical repair before damage to the ventricle becomes irreversible (16).

Hypoplasia of Distal Pulmonary Arteries.—Despite increased blood supply to the distal pulmonary arteries after surgical repair of tetralogy of Fallot, they may receive insufficient stimulation for normal growth, a condition that leads to their underdevelopment and/or to that of the segmental pulmonary vessels (Figs 10, 11). The identification and localization of hypoplastic distal vessels may be critical for patient care and surgical decision making with regard to reintervention.

Figure 9. Dynamic cine MR images of the heart, obtained with a fast imaging with steady-state precession sequence, provide short-axis views at the level of the right ventricular outflow tract after surgical repair of tetralogy of Fallot. Residual valvular stenosis is indicated by a jet of low signal intensity during systole (left arrow) and by valvular regurgitation during diastole (right arrow). LV = left ventricle, PA = pulmonary artery, RV = right ventricle.
Obstruction or Stenosis of Central Shunts and Unifocalization Conduits.—MR imaging techniques are effective for evaluation of occluded or severely narrowed shunts or unifocalization conduits (Fig 12). It is critically important that stenosis be detected before the patient’s clinical status deteriorates, because after deterioration occurs, it may be too late for effective intervention or revascularization.

Figures 10, 11. (10) Coronal thick-slab reformatted image obtained with 3D MR angiography shows residual stenosis (arrow) at the origin of the right pulmonary artery (RPA) and the main pulmonary artery (PA) after surgical repair of tetralogy of Fallot. Ao = aorta. (11) Three-dimensional volume-rendered MR image of the origin of the left (LPA) and right (RPA) pulmonary arteries, obtained after patch enlargement of the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) in a patient with tetralogy of Fallot, shows segmental narrowing (white arrow) of the left pulmonary artery.

Figure 12. Coronal anterior thick-slab reformatted MR image shows bilateral unifocalization, with the right unifocalization conduit (R. Unifoc) connected to the ascending aorta via a short central shunt in which there is a mild-to-moderate segmental stenosis. L. Unifoc = left unifocalization conduit.

Figure 13. Right anterior oblique 3D volume-rendered MR image shows aneurysmal dilatation of a central shunt that connects a right unifocalization conduit (R. Unifoc) to the ascending aorta.
Aneurysmal Dilatation of Central Shunts and Right Ventricular Outflow Tract Patches. — Occasionally, aneurysmal dilatation may develop in a central shunt, particularly in one that consists of a venous structure, because of the low resistance of the vessel wall to systemic pressure (Fig 13). For the same reason, a repair of the right ventricular outflow tract with a pericardial tissue patch may result in dilatation of the outflow tract (Fig 14).

**Segmental Pulmonary Artery Stenosis.** — Surgical repair early in life may not correct all existing anomalies of the segmental pulmonary vessels. Distal segments of the pulmonary arteries may remain hypoplastic and fail to grow, with resultant segmental stenosis and decreased perfusion (Figs 10, 11, 15). If the decrease is not detected in time, distal perfusion may be irreversibly compromised.

**Discussion**

MR has been used for noninvasive cardiac imaging for more than 10 years. Recent advances in MR imaging techniques, related to the development of both hardware and software, have led to the rapid adoption of MR imaging and MR angiography for the evaluation of complex congenital heart disease. Traditionally, congenital heart disease was diagnosed and managed with the use of echocardiography and conventional angiography, which have both advantages and limitations.
Studies have shown that MR imaging may be superior to traditional echocardiography and that it is an excellent noninvasive alternative to cineangiography because it can provide both anatomic and functional information about cardiovascular anomalies (1). In cases of tetralogy of Fallot and pulmonary stenosis, good diagnostic concordance was demonstrated between angiograms and MR images in the evaluation of right ventricular outflow obstruction. Holmqvist et al (8) reported 93% agreement with regard to a finding of main pulmonary artery stenosis, 79% agreement with regard to that of right pulmonary artery stenosis, and 86% agreement with regard to that of left pulmonary artery stenosis \( (n = 14) \). Agreement with regard to the finding of right ventricular enlargement was 50%; differences in assessment, in this instance, were classified as “mild” instead of “moderate” change, or as “normal” instead of “mild” change. Assessments with regard to the presence of overriding aorta and the patency and appearance of a Blalock-Taussig shunt were in agreement in 79% and 100% of cases (8).

Echocardiography is often of limited use because of a poor acoustic window due to prior thoracotomy in postoperative patients, mediastinal fibrosis, and the acoustic impedance of lung tissue (4,7,14). Beekman et al (7) concluded that MR imaging was superior to echocardiography for the evaluation of right ventricular hypertrophy and overriding aorta. In a study by Greenberg et al (17) in which echocardiography and MR imaging were directly compared in the evaluation of pulmonary abnormalities postoperatively in children with tetralogy of Fallot, MR imaging was confirmed to have greater sensitivity. Echocardiography was inadequate for depiction of the right and left pulmonary arteries in eight of 20 and in 10 of 20 children, respectively. Inadequate depiction and lack of recognition of stenosis, aneurysm, nonconfluence, and patency of hypoplastic pulmonary arteries were among the difficulties encountered (17).

Geva et al (4) compared MR imaging with conventional angiography in the evaluation of pulmonary arteries and collateral aortopulmonary vessels in 23 patients and found complete agreement between the features depicted on conventional angiograms and those depicted on MR angiograms with regard to diagnosis of hypoplasia or stenosis of a pulmonary artery branch (4).

Choe et al (18,19) evaluated whether MR imaging could depict pulmonary arterial anatomy in greater detail than routine angiography in patients with congenital or acquired occlusion of the left pulmonary artery or with pulmonary atresia. Patients in whom the pulmonary artery anatomy could not be completely identified at angiography were selected for their study. In the study group, angiography with an injection via the right ventricle or main pulmonary artery or with aortography could not be used to assess the pulmonary artery segments in these patients, as often happens in the presence of severe pulmonary artery stenosis: In seven patients, the left main pulmonary artery was not seen; in two patients with a preexistent left-sided Blalock-Taussig shunt, the hilar portions of the left pulmonary artery were not visualized; and in one patient with a prior modified right-sided Blalock-Taussig shunt, the entire pulmonary arterial tree was not depicted at angiography. In addition, the distal segments of pulmonary arteries in nine patients with unilateral pulmonary artery occlusion or discontinuity could not be identified at echocardiography. Evaluation with MR imaging was accurate in 67% percent \( (n = 10) \) of patients in whom pulmonary artery obstruction was proved at surgery.

Furthermore, MR velocity mapping, or right ventricular outflow measurement with the use of velocity-encoded MR images, was found superior to echocardiography in a study reported by Rebergen et al (16). Although the Bernoulli equation is used for calculation of the stenotic gradient in both techniques, the unlimited choice of imaging planes available with MR imaging allows a more accurate evaluation of the vessel dimension that is critical in the equation. MR imaging also provides a practical method of quantifying pulmonary regurgitation, as reported in the studies by Helbing and De Roos (20) and by Rebergen and colleagues (21,22).

MR imaging also has its limitations: Long acquisition times may necessitate the sedation of young children and may present a problem in the examination of patients whose clinical condition is unstable. In addition, MR imaging cannot be used in patients with an artificial pacemaker, and it cannot be used to detect abnormal calcifications in ventricular patches or coronary arteries.
Multidetector-row computed tomography is emerging as another valuable technique with fast scanning times and the capability to provide functional information. It has the disadvantage of significant radiation exposure, a factor to be considered, particularly in regard to children.

The use of echocardiography is recommended for screening and initial diagnosis and follow-up of patients with congenital heart disease. Conventional angiography should continue to be used for planning of an interventional procedure such as embolization of collateral vessels. MR imaging and MR angiography are the methods of choice for evaluating complex abnormalities and obtaining detailed anatomic and functional information without exposing the patient to ionizing radiation or the risk of an adverse reaction to iodinated contrast material. These modalities should be considered complementary rather than competitive. Further studies are needed to determine whether the use of the new noninvasive techniques improves outcomes.

Conclusions
Our review of selected examples confirms some observations reported by others and illustrates the added value and advantages of MR imaging in the evaluation of pulmonary artery anatomy in patients with tetralogy of Fallot. In most cases, cardiac MR imaging holds a distinct advantage over conventional noninvasive cardiac imaging methods such as echocardiography. Although conventional angiography remains the reference standard for evaluation of the pulmonary vasculature, contrast-enhanced MR angiography is useful as a less invasive, ionizing radiation–free method for follow-up imaging in clinically stable patients.

Evaluation of the spectrum of appearances of the pulmonary artery in tetralogy of Fallot is an excellent example of a clinically useful application of cardiac MR imaging. Important features of tetralogy of Fallot, including pulmonary artery pruning and collateral vessels, which are typically difficult to evaluate with echocardiography, are well depicted with cardiac MR imaging. Postoperative findings and complications are also better delineated with MR imaging techniques.
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